Circular Garden

This little wall quilt is fun and easy to make. While you hand appliqué you will
learn to make nice smooth curves, sharp points and perfect circles. You will also
learn to make smooth, even stems. We will do a little reverse appliqué on the
butterfly for some added fun.
The finished size is approximately 20” x 26”.
THE PATTERN PLUS FEE FOR THIS CLASS IS: $28.00 - This does not
include fabric. It does include the following: Templar, brush, full sized pattern,
¼”Clover Bias Maker, Bigger Perfect Circles®, transfer papers, glue pen, freezer
paper and more.
SUPPLY LIST
-Pencil
-Fine, thin pins
-Scissors - both paper and fabric
-Fabric markers to trace around templates on back of fabric
-Sandpaper or sandpaper board - optional
-Rotary cutter, board and ruler…smaller size
-Tape - any kind will do; painters tape or repositionable tape recommended
-Strong thread for a small amount of hand sewing….light color….could be hand
quilting thread or 100% polyester…something that will not break easily.
-Needle with an eye large enough for your thicker thread.
-Emery board
-Iron and ironing board
FABRICS:
3/4 yard for background
16” x 3” piece for stems
Eight pieces, 7” x 7”, for all circles
Twenty pieces, 5” x 3”, for leaves
Two pieces of fabric for your Butterfly wings-each piece 6” x 4”
I worked from two collections of Cherrywood hand dyed fabric for the circles,
butterfly and leaves. The packets I worked from had a lot more fabric than
needed for this project. If you decide to order this fabric you could share with
several friends.
I used color gradations “Tropicana” for the circles and butterfly. I used “Lime
Medley” for the leaves.
http://cherrywoodfabrics.bigcartel.com
I will be providing each student with one of my favorite appliqué needles and the
use of my favorite appliqué threads.

